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Abstract:
Over the past four decades the transition from analog to digital systems in news media has transformed the way journalistic content is produced and accessed. Like other creators of “born digital” content, news media have employed a series of evolving file formats and technical infrastructures, many of which are now – or may soon be – obsolete. All born-digital content has proven to be fragile: susceptible to bit rot, media failures and human-caused and natural disasters.

There are a number of challenges in this area: the enormity of the amount of content, or data, that is being generated, the disparate nature of news content formats, numerous barriers to acquisition, the need for better discovery systems and a general lack of understanding about the urgent need to save this content. These and other challenges place a large percentage of the world’s news content at significant risk.

In April 2011, the Newspaper Archive Summit, held at the Reynolds Journalism Institute in Columbia, Missouri, convened a diverse group of stakeholders with the purpose of having a conversation about how to ensure the preservation of newspaper content for future generations. In late 2014 or early 2015, we will convene a follow-up conference, “Dodging the Memory Hole: Saving Born-Digital News Content” narrowing the focus on born digital news. The goal is to produce an actionable plan to manage this irreplaceable content.

In an effort to inform this group’s work, we plan to learn more about how producers of born digital news manage content in today’s new media landscape. To accomplish this, we are conducting a research study of both legacy and online only news organizations, asking them:

- About the content they create: types and formats
- Whether their digital content is stored, backed up and accessible
- Who, in their organization, makes preservation decisions
- If they transfer digital content to memory institutions
- What risk factors threaten digital content loss
- What barriers to digital preservation they face and
- If they already have or plan to create digital preservation policies
The results of the survey, which we will share at the IFLA Newspaper Section satellite meeting, should assist in informing our conversations at the “Memory Hole” conference and provide opportunities for collaboration and pathways to action.
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